
 
 
Programme of events for your viewing pleasure 
 
 

Year 12 Horror Films 
 

Mirror by Lauren O’Hara 

If you aswer by Poppy Donaldson, Monica Sutton & Mira O’Connor 

The Uninvited by Declan Walding  

Interference  by Kieran Pancha, Cody Gibson & Lewis Wong 

Intruder  by Molly Smith, Hunter Wright & Taniora Tamati-Rakete  

Follow Me Home by Tessa Hill & Ruby Douglas 

Obsession by Vericona Maughan, Salote Nawalowalo-McCrory & Brooke Daniel-Power 

Dispatch by Caleb Corlett., Ivan Teoh & John Zhao 

Q by Angus Slade, Hannah Koeck & Sol Maxwell 

 

Year 13 Documentaries 
 

Insanity by Isabel Corfiatis, Josh Macaisa & Verity Armitage  

Undying Passion by Mrinali Kumar 

Coffee by Nancy Ruck, Daniel Nodder, Ebony Fairclough & Giovanni Maule 

 

48 Hour Film Festival  
 

Saviour  by Angus Slade, Caleb Corlett, Laure O’Hara, Sol Maxwell, Tama-Te-Ra Tikao Calman, 
Ephraim Nann, Patrick Beverley & Samuel Robison  
 
Review of Saviour by film festival judge: 
 
“Oh man I feel for you guys as this was the best high school entry I have seen in years in Wellington but 
understand was late due to rendering issues. Sigh… 
Moving onto this brilliant film; a couple of survivalists raid wherever they can in search for supplies in 
particular food and medicine. The medicinal aspect of the film was very a important one as with one 
party in very poor health it meant reliance on the other where scavengers shoot on sight ala THE ROAD 
was everything. Yet genuine love and friendship was provided eg, through the literal warmth ofa 
campfire story tale. This took a less is more approach in terms of lore but still presented danger and 
dystopia to nail the genre. Rock solid acting, absolutely exceptional cinematography (whoever was your 
DoP needs to pursue film as career if they don’t already) and a gorgeous musical score tied this together 
beautifully. Never saccharine either as you always believed the characters would do whatever they had 
to do.”  
 
 


